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Creating a Census of Obsolete Proofs
by Greg Davis and Bernie Wilde

C OLLECTORS OF OBSOLETE BANK NOTES HAVE LONG
been familiar with the appeal of the genre. Many books and articles
have been written describing the beauty and historical significance of
the vignettes, the wide variety of denominations, and the intrigues

associated with specific issuing banks.
However until September of 1990, collectors

of obsolete notes had very few opportunities to acquire
the proof notes created by the security printing compa-
nies to sell their designs to the banks. The event that
changed this fact was the sale held by Christie's on
September 14 and 15, 1990, in which the obsolete proof
notes archives of the American Bank Note Company
were liquidated.

Prior to that sale some proof notes were
already known to be in private collectors hands. James
Haxbv's seminal work, the Standard Catalog of United
Stated Obsolete Bank Notes 1782 - 1866, references numer-
ous notes that were known by Haxby to exist only in
Proof form. However, if a note was known to exist in
both proof and issued forms, the Haxby volumes usually
made no mention of the availability of a proof example.
The upshot is that there was still no reference that
detailed the availability of obsolete proof bank notes, let
alone their scarcity.

It should be noted that there are several types of notes that loosely fall
within the definition of "proofs". These include original progress proofs (often
containing nothing more than vignettes and denominations), proof of concept
printings, modern proprietary proofs, and modern pulls from recently released
printing plates and plate sets. Generally, collectors have the most interest in old
original proof of concept printings. The other categories of proof notes draw
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much less interest from serious collectors. We decided that we had no interest in
"Modern Proprietary Proofs," specimens, or recent pulls from printing plates
released into private hands. AVe also decided not to attempt to track remainders
being sold as proofs, or the more recent phenomenon of modified plates from the
Heath Counterfeit Detector being sold as proofs.

With those facts in mind, we set about developing a census of the avail-
able progress proofs and proof of concept notes. The obvious place to begin such
an effort was to convert the information stored M the Christie's sale catalogue
into electronic form and capture the data with as much relevant detail as possible.
The intent was to develop a database that provided the user with some means of
understanding the relative scarcity of any particular proof note.

There were a number of difficulties to overcome in this endeavor. For
example, the vast majority of the lots in the Christie's sale described sheets
instead of single notes. However, the vast majority of proof notes seen today are
sold individually, suggesting that the buyers in the Christie's auction (or subse-
quent buyers) have cut the sheets into the individual notes we see today.
Therefore, it seemed unimportant to us to capture details such as orientation of
notes on the sheet, and much more important to capture the information about
the denominations individually.

During the data gathering exercise it became obvious that some banks
solicited bids from multiple bank note imprinters that were eventually merged
with the American Bank Note Company. The result is that for some banks there
would be multiple variations of a specific Haxby type, possibly including different
imprints than those referenced by Haxby. In such cases it seemed prudent to
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Figure 1: Proofs from Christie's Sale by State
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Figure 2: Proofs from Christie's Sale by Denomination
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separate the data by imprint, rather than aggregate the numbers for all varieties
that were attributed to a specific Haxby type.

Likewise, some printers produced variations on the notes they were
offering, apparently to show the banks options that could be purchased. For
instance, many proofs were available with or without "security protectors" (over-
prints) or background tints and lathework. Again it was decided that information
about each variation would be tracked separately, so that a collector might be able
to discern the scarcity of each subtype within the Haxby variety group.

Still more differences from the Haxby descriptions and images began to
emerge as the data was gathered. In some cases there might be declared differ-
ences in vignettes, differences in the engraved dates, differences in the engraved
location of payment, and so on. To the extent that this information was included
in the catalogue lot description, we attempted to capture it to allow collectors to
differentiate the notes observed in the field. However, it should be noted that the
information in the Christie's catalogue was not completely consistent in the level
of detail provided, and that lack of consistency was transferred to our database by
necessity. This resulted in some cases where ambiguity may have led us to sepa-
rate some data that might more correctly be combined, and vice versa.

Once we had completed the work on the Christie's catalogue it was
determined that there were about 20,600 notes sold at that particular auction.
However, we were already aware that the census was not complete at that point
because it contained no information about progress proofs and proof of concept
notes released prior to the Christie's auction. We performed some cursory analy-
sis on the data and generated some findings that will be revealed in future articles.
For example, Figure 1 shows the relative scarcity of proof notes by state and
Figure 2, which shows the proofs by denomination.

After consulting with obsolete currency experts Q. David Bowers and
Russell Kaye, it was determined that we should expand the database by gathering
information from other auctions. The first and most obvious was the November
1990 Spink sale, in which the much more limited archives of the British American
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Bank Note Company were liquidated. This yielded only a few dozen lots, and
added only about 200 notes, raising the total to about 20,800.

We then widened the net to include other sales such as Heritage,
Smythe, NASCA and CAA sales. This effort is ongoing, and is particularly
focused on sales that predate the archive liquidation sales. In order to insure the
accuracy and usefulness of the data, we are including in the database a field to
capture the information source (i.e. which auction catalogue it came from) and
any reference provided as to the chain of custody for the notes. It should be
noted that auction houses are not always accurate or consistent in their presenta-
tion of the chain of custody information, but we have neither the resources nor
the inclination to attempt to verify the claims, we simply capture the information
as provided.

Given the scope of this project and the apparent dearth of available pri-
mary data sources, such as specific records from the security printing companies,
this project may never yield a completely comprehensive census of the progress
proofs and proof of concept notes printed. However, as more data sources are
digested and their data included in the database, a clearer picture emerges of the
relative scarcity of the notes that are now becoming more frequently observed in
numismatic auctions. At the very least, it will yield an increasingly comprehen-
sive catalogue of the variations that have been seen and sold over the years.

If you would like more information about the Obsolete Proof database
project or would like to become a part of the project, please visit the message
board at http://brokenbanlmotes.com/bbninb . Current copies of the spreadsheet
are available there for download, as well as information about some of the analy-
ses that will be the subject of future articles.

NEW! Confederate Paper Money Book - Field Edition 2008 — by Pierre Fricke
Portable (6x9, 2.5 lbs), 456 pages, quality hard back, full color.

"Pierre Fricke's 2008 book is the primary reference
source for any collector of CSA paper money. It is laid
out well for anyone to comprehend and understand...this
book is a must for all." McNair Tornow, CSA Collector

• More than 100 people's input included
• 100 pages of introductory material including

history, ways to collect, and the only photo
grading guide for CSA currency

• Values for type notes in choice, average, cut-
cancelled and impaired quality for each grade

• Values for rare varieties, counterfeit types and
GSA bonds & updated market analysis

• Type and rare variety condition census
• Hundreds of color pictures drawn from the

most extensive type and variety collections

Please send $40 ppd. to: Pierre Fricke,
P.O. Box 52514, Atlanta, GA 30355
Personalized and Signed by Author

vi,lvw.csaquotes.com
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